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Session Objectives
By the end of this session, participants will have..
• Participated in a discussion regarding early warning
systems for detecting client stress &
overindebtedness
• Participated in a discussion regarding a financial
health framework for the financial services sector
• Taken a personal financial health survey
• Provided input into future designs of systems for
measuring financial health and detecting and acting
upon financial stress data

Financial Stress

Financial Health

Two sides of the same coin…

Early signs of client stress and
over-indebtedness

Bobbi Gray, Research Director at Grameen Foundation
June 2017

Session Objectives
What is client
stress?

How would we
design an EWS to
detect financial
stress and other
risks?

How would we
measure it?

What is an early
warning system
(EWS)?

Financial stress is the result of and cause of negative consequences of poor
financial management, shocks and stressors that we face each day.

Financial Stress
Debt,
financial
stress,

Shock-coping, poverty

shocks

Indebted
clients, assetloss, drop-out

Risk to financial
services sector

How can we measure financial stress so that action can be
taken to reduce the likelihood of a crisis at both household and sector
level? Can we create an “early-warning system” to detect stress
before it’s a bigger problem?

Unacceptable sacrifices
•

•

•

Overindebtedness: “A microfinance
customer is over-indebted if he/she is
continuously struggling to meet repayment
deadlines and structurally has to make
unduly high sacrifices related to his/her
loan obligations”.
Out of 531 microborrowers in the Ghanaian
microfinance market of Accra; 30% of the
sampled microborrowers in Ghana
experience unacceptable sacrifices
related to their debt obligation.
“Because there are many borrowers that
make unacceptable sacrifices to avoid
delinquency, debt problems do not
always manifest in arrears. A
delinquency indicator alone recognizes only
around 5% of the over-indebted cases. A
debt-to-income ratio of 50% correctly
recognizes only 11% of the over-indebted
cases.”

Source: Jessica Shicks. (2012). The sacrifices of microborrowers in Ghana

Example: Friendship Bridge Identification of Financial Stress

Example: Friendship Bridge Observable signs of financial stress
•
•
•
•

Do not attend meetings
Do not go to family functions
Hide when they are looked for
Lie. Ask others, including their children, to lie
for them when others are looking for them.
• Children drop out of school
• Frequently sick
• Drastic change in their morale to repay - "Go
ahead. Send me to jail. I’m not going to pay."

Financial Stress/Health measures:
Desk research
• Well-known examples: Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF)
• Research: IPA/JPAL (Fields & Pande, India loan repayment study);
Freedom from Hunger resilience research in Burkina Faso
• Resilience indicators (facilitated by Anton Simanowitz, SPTF)
• World Values Survey
• IFMR CGAP-funded research in India
• Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (US govt.)/Center for
Financial Services Innovation/Center for Financial Inclusion/
Dalberg
• …various others

Financial Stress/Health measures:
Draft of indicators (1)
• Self-perceived financial stress:
§ confidence in ability to repay loan,
§ anxiety about loan repayment,
§ argument with spouse about finances,
§ time spent thinking about repayment in last day,
§ general stress level as related to personal finances.
• Satisfaction with life as a whole:
§ general satisfaction with life
§ satisfied with financial situation of household

Financial Stress/Health measures:
Draft of indicators (2)
• Consequences of or experiences from financial
stress:
§ Food security status/change in household diet
§ Reduced Coping Strategies Index (rCSI)
§ Household (in)ability to pay for key basic household
expenditures (e.g., medical visits, education costs,
electricity, clothing)
• Financial service provider records:
§ Change in attendance
§ Change in savings, repayment rate
§ Over-indebtedness measures (Borrowers’ existing fixed and
regular debt obligations + Additional debt obligations from
the new loan) < (Average monthly income – Minimum
living expenses for family)

Financial Stress/Health measures:
Draft of indicators (3)
• Financial Well-Being Scale:
§ Questions include statements such as: “Because of my money
situation, I feel like I will never have the things I want in life, I
am just getting by financially, I am concerned that the money I
have or will save won’t last.”
§ Financial Health: CFI/CFSI
▫ 1. Balances income and expenses
▫ 2. Builds and maintains reserves
▫ 3. Manages existing debts and has access to potential resources
▫ 4. Plans and prioritizes
▫ 5. Manages and recovers from financial shocks
▫ 6. Uses an effective range of financial tools

What is an Early Warning System?
• …a condition, system, or series of procedures
indicating a potential development or impending
problem.
• …is a major element of disaster risk reduction. It
prevents loss of life and reduces the economic
and material impact of disasters.

Four Elements of People-centered
Early Warning Systems
• Systematically
collect data and
undertake risk
assessments

• Communicate
risk information
and early
warnings

• Develop hazard
monitoring and
early warning
systems

Risk Knowledge

Monitoring and
Warning Service

Dissemination
and
Communication

Response
Capability

• Build response
capabilities

Risk Knowledge
Systematically collect data and undertake risk
assessments
• Are the hazards and the vulnerabilities well
known?
▫ What are the hazards and vulnerabilities of
financial stress?

Monitoring and Warning Service
Develop hazard monitoring and early warning
services
• Are the right parameters being monitored?
▫ Are the financial/client stress indicators the right
ones?
▫ What might be missing?

• Can accurate and timely warnings be generated?
▫ What methods might be used to ensure data is
accurate and timely?

Response Capability
Build community response capabilities
• Are local capacities and knowledge made use of?
▫ How can local/field staff be leveraged?

• Are people prepared and ready to react to
warnings?
▫ Are local staff, management in a position to react?
 What policies, guidance exists/should exist?

Dissemination and Communication
Communicate risk information and early warnings
• Do warnings reach all of those at risk?
▫ What levels of the organization should receive
warnings?

• Are the risks and warnings understood?
• Is the warning information clear and usable?

Cross-cutting issues for an EWS
• Effective governance: should encourage local
decision-making and participation which are supported
by administrative and resource capabilities
• Multi-hazard approach: considers all hazards and
end-user needs, will be activated more often than a
single-hazard warning system; better understanding of
all risks faced
• Involvement of local communities: EWS rely on
direct participation of those exposed to hazards
• Gender perspectives and cultural diversity:
Different groups have different vulnerabilities; how can
system be tailored to meet needs of every group?

Group Activity: Financial Stress
• Are the hazards and the vulnerabilities well
known?
• Are the right parameters being monitored? What
will be required to determine this?
• How can local capacities be utilized? (How far do
we go? What is client role? What is field staff
role? Management? Others?)
• What levels of the organization should receive
warnings? And what will make this data useful at
those levels?

Financial Health
as a Global Framework

What is Financial Health?

Financial health comes about when your daily systems help you
build resilience and pursue opportunities

Day-to-Day

Resilience

Opportunity
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Measuring Financial Health

But how do Americans know if their financial systems are
building towards financial resilience and opportunities?
How do providers know if their products are making a
difference?

By measuring
financial health.
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Steps in Development of the Global Financial Health Framework
The project to adapt the concept of financial health to the developing world context
took place throughout 2017, with four organizations: CFSI (lead); CFI; Dalberg
(research lead) and BMGF (financial support and advice)

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
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Expert convening
Qualitative research in
Kenya and India (89
interviews across 18
communities)
Quantitative research in
Kenya and India (more
than 1,000 respondents)
Draft framework
presented to expert
group
Framework published
Next steps…develop and
test detailed survey
instruments based on
framework

"I spend more than what comes
in—that’s unhealthy”

“Financial health is when you
can pay your bills and have
money left over.”

—Betty | Nairobi, Kenya

“Financial stability is
when you don’t have to
ask other people for
help”
—Abraham | Nyahruru, Kenya

“Financial health is
when I have what I
need every day”
—woman from small group | Sinnar,
India

People use similar
words in Kenya and
India as they do in the
U.S. to define
financial health.
They desire to manage money
effectively to meet day-to-day
needs, pursue opportunities, and
build resilience.

—Phoebe | Nairobi, Kenya

“Financial health is a
house and a good salary”
—Rahul | Mumbai, India

“When you have no debt,
that’s when you’re
healthy.”

We will be financially healthy when
all of us three brothers start earning
and we start earning more”

—woman from small group | Sinnar, India

—Yogesh | Sinnar, India

Context: Informality
Informality was a reality for the people
surveyed and a methodological hurdle for
research.
Social relationships and informal
networks formed the backbone of their
financial strategies
Formal services played a very limited
role in most instances.
For researchers, this meant:
•

No available checkable numbers (e.g.,
accounts, loans)

•

Questions and answers are often
subjective (see photo)

Context: Low and Volatile
Incomes
Many people’s incomes were irregular,
unpredictable, and often low. More than
any other single factor, these income
dynamics drove people’s financial
behaviors.
We saw that at some income threshold
people struggle just to meet basic food
needs. They suﬀer frequent scarcity and
significant financial stress. They have
only limited ability to use financial
strategies to improve their well-being.

“We hardly manage food and
sleep, why are you talking to us
about pensions?”
- Shruti, Dharavi, Mumbai, India

Context: Informal Financial
Networks & Social Safety Nets
Informal networks were at the core of
most people’s financial lives. People built,
maintained, and relied on networks
grounded in social relationships and
underpinned by strong norms and
expectations. Most people can rely on
friends, family, and communities in times of
acute need for some degree of support.
The size and quality of informal financial
networks determines the strength of a
person’s social safety net. These in turn are
influenced by income, wealth, and financial
behavior.

"When something happens to a neighbor, there
is a oneness in the community. Today it's me,
tomorrow it's you.”
- Michael, Nairobi, Kenya

Context: Limited Use of
Formal Financial Services
Formal services play a very limited role in most
people’s financial lives. Most use few formal
services, if any, and only intermittently.
Those who work in the formal sector, earn
higher income, and have more formal
education tend use more formal financial
services.

Healthy Financial Behaviors,
Successful Financial Strategies
Across our sample, we saw people managing their
finances using these categories of behavior:
Shaping Income & Expenses
Building Reserves
Cultivating Receivable
Planning and Prioritization
These behaviors are deeply intertwined with their
social and economic endeavors.

Shaping Income
People work to shape income to
better cover expenses and pursue
their goals. They also work to shape
expenses in order to tailor financial
outflows to their income.
“I’m many sided because I have to be.
If you can be one-sided you can focus
and will perform better, but you need
the financing to do it.”
- Richard, Nyahururu, Kenya

Ways of shaping income
• Focus on growing a single source of income through
one income generating endeavor
• Cultivating multiple sources of income to generate
more income and hedge against risk of any one
dropping
• Smoothing income over time by pushing current
earnings into the future or borrowing against future
earnings

Ways of shaping expenses:
• Earmarking specific income flows to expense
outflows
• Obligating money to discrete categories of expenses,
especially through informal financial networks
• Budgeting and tracking expenses
• Eliminating expense categories wholesale

Building Reserves
Reserves are a person's net financial and
in-kind assets plus social capital. People
build reserves by locking away their
money for future use in a manner that
balances their needs for liquidity, returns,
and security.
Saving and investing in diverse instruments and assets as
money becomes available
Obligating money through informal networks
Automating savings through formal accounts
Investing in working assets that earn income (e.g.
livestock, motorbikes.)
Investing in financial assets that earn returns (e.g. interest
bearing savings and loans to others.)
Locking value in consumable goods to help insure basic
needs are met into the future
Making social contributions that build social capital and
deepen the social safety net.

“I saved 30 rupee a day for a
year. When I saw how much I
saved, I could not believe it. For
the next 10 years I used a daily
money collector to save for this
store.”
-

Shabana, Mumbai, India

Establishing a foundational reserve is
transformational in financial lives,
instilling self-confidence and opening
new financial, economic, and social
possibilities.

Cultivating Receivables
Ability to obtain financial resources when
needed. Over 80% of respondents
reported that they can get support from
friends/family/community in times of
need. 70% have done so in the past year.
• Cultivating formal lines of credit by
saving with banks, coops, etc.
• Cultivating informal credit and by
saving and investing with informal
financial networks
• Cultivating social safety net by
lending and gifting to family, friends,
and neighbors.

“I have helped many people in the village. They will
help me out when I’m in need.”
- Kailash, Sinnar, India
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Financial Health Global Framework Use Cases

RESEARCHERS:
The financial health
framework opens new
avenues for examination,
such as the relationship
between formal financial
service use and financial
health. For example, does
access to a loan or mobile
bank account actually
improve financial health?

PROVIDERS:
Providers can be
prominent consumers of
financial health data in the
near term. They can use
research results to modify
product suites, improve
functionality, or adapt
distribution methods, all
with the ultimate goal of
both better serving their
existing clients, as well as
growing their customer
base.

POLICYMAKERS:
The financial health
framework is likely to be
of significant interest to
policymakers, who can use
it both to gauge the
financial health of a
country or region’s
population, as well
as to track progress in
improving it.

Next Steps for the Global Financial Health Framework

Active Use

Measure
Definition

Framewor
k

Test and
Refine

Build
Momentu
m

Q&A

Group Activity
Does the framework resonates with what you have seen in your
context?
• What is missing?
• What is your institution doing to measure and track financial
health?
• What tools do you use for building financial capability and
how are they linked to financial health?
•
•

Financial Health Survey
Were you surprised?
What did you like/ didn’t like?
Would you be interested in using the survey in your
organization?
If so, how do you envision using the results?

Stay in Touch!
For more information, visit:
bit.ly/FinHealthGlobal

Appendix: What Contributes to Financial Health? Our Working
Hypothesis
Supply of
financial services

Social norms/
cultural values

Personal
characteristics
(age, gender,
financial literacy,
attitudes,
household status,
etc.)

Financial
capability:
knowledge,
skills,
attitudes,
and
behaviors

Choice

Adapted from: Silvia Storchi & Susan Johnson, ‘
Financial Capability for Wellbeing’

Financial
health

